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Box 1
[First Folder] Finding Aid
47 cassette tapes
Personal Documents
Christian Bible Teacher Article - “A Faith that Stands in the Power of God” - 1963
Article - “Mark Them that Are Causing the Divisions” - 20th Century Christian - November 1954
Christ Emphasis Bible - Chapter and Notes - Deuteronomy
Pepperdine Lectureship Talks - 1965
ACU Lectureship Talks - 1964-1974
Harding Lectureship Talks - 1954, 1963
Article and Speaker Notes
Sermon Notes/Transcript - “The Preacher…His Relationship to Man” - ACC Preacher’s Fellowship - 1968
Sermon Transcripts - College CoC (Abilene, TX) - May 1960
Sermon Notes
Firm Foundation Articles - “Walk with the Master” - 1954
Firm Foundation Articles - “Walk with the Master” - 1955
Firm Foundation Articles - “Walk with the Master” - 1956
Firm Foundation Articles - “Walk with the Master” - 1957-1958
Firm Foundation Articles - “Walk with the Master” - 1959-1960
Firm Foundation Articles - “Walk with the Master” - 1961-1963
Firm Foundation Articles - “Walk with the Master” - 1964-1966
Firm Foundation Articles - “Walk with the Master” - 1967-1972
Firm Foundation Articles - “Walk with the Master” - 1973-1982
Correspondence - World War II - 1944-1945
Correspondence - Camp Bandina - 1971
Correspondence - General - 1943-1989 - (2/2)
Correspondence - General - 1943-1989 - (1/2)
Correspondence - General - 1943-1989 - (3/3)

Box 2
[Notes from Lake Jackson]
Radio Program - “Red Cross Hospital Services Overseas” - KXOX (Sweetwater, TX) - March 1945
Radio Program - KXOX (Sweetwater, TX) - May-October 1945
Radio Program - KXOX (Sweetwater, TX) November 1945-August 1946
Radio Program - WHDH’ (Boston, MA) - June 1946-July 1947
Radio Program - KPRC (Houston, TX) - December 1946
Radio Program - “ A Walk with the Master” - KOLE (Port Arthur, TX) January-February 1953 (#1-39)
Radio Program - “ A Walk with the Master” - KOLE (Port Arthur, TX) March-April 1953 (#40-79)
Radio Program - “ A Walk with the Master” - KOLE (Port Arthur, TX) May-June 1953
Radio Program - “A Walk with the Master” - KOLE (Port Arthur, TX) July-August 1953
Radio Program - “A Walk with the Master” - KOLE (Port Arthur, TX) September-October 1953
Radio Program - “A Walk with the Master” - KOLE (Port Arthur, TX) November-December 1953
Radio Program - “A Walk with the Master” - KOLE (Port Arthur, TX) January-February 1954
Radio Program - “A Walk with the Master” - KOLE (Port Arthur, TX) March-April 1954
Radio Program - “A Walk with the Master” - KOLE (Port Arthur, TX) May-June 1954
Radio Program - “A Walk with the Master” - KOLE (Port Arthur, TX) July-August 1954
Radio Program - “A Walk with the Master” - KOLE (Port Arthur, TX) September-November 1954
Commencement Ceremony - Snyder High School (Snyder, TX) - May 1945
Radio Program - “The Complete Life” - May-July 1941
Radio Program - KXOX (Sweetwater, TX) May 1945